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Abstract 
The aim of this study was to analyze the differences between the two groups of players at different levels of competition 

in the fitness indicators of preparedness. For the purpose of this study a selection of measuring instruments will be carried 
out and the soccer teams at different levels of competition, that will be included in the set -up testing, will be determined. 
Seventeen players from two different clubs will be tested by the following tests: Abs ABC, 300Y, LJ, 93639RS, 93639RWT, 
S & R.

The differences between the two groups of players will be determined by applying discriminative analysis (discrete). 
In oredr to show the differences between the two teams of players the global difference well as the value of each of the 
variables will be determined. 
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Introduction
Soccer is a team sport played between two teams consisted of eleven players. It is played with a soccer ball on a 

rectangular grass or artificial surface field.
The playing field is a rectangular. For the international matches, the length should not exceed 90 to 100 feet, and the 

width should be between 65 and 75 meters. These lines are called long - throw lines, while the shorter ones are called goal 
lines. The touchline must be longer than the goal line. The goals are set. The goal consists of a beam and two tripods. A 
standard adults match consists of two parts of 45 minutes known as a half. So, the game lasts 90 minutes. There is usually 
a break of 15 minutes between the two halfves.

Soccer belongs to polystructural complexive movements characterized by a very large number of different movements 
and techniques that take place in varying situations. The analysis of the structure of soccer tells us that the success of 
players in soccer depends on a number of skills and qualities. Soccer is predominantly aerobic - anaerobic sport. In 
soccer there is a great aerobic load for the player. In recent years, soccer is played faster and faster. Modern technology 
for monitoring the game shows us clearly some arguable points about the players that cannot be seen with unaided eyes, 
where and when they make mistakes, the movements lines, the number of kilometres they have run all around and across 
the field, their playing technique etc.

 The importance of the game of soccer is in the physical conditioning of players. The number of matches increases every 
season. Accordingly the number of trainings is increased, too. To bring the players withstand the body and physical effort 
the coaches must improve training methods each season. It is important to note that due to the large number of different 
learning activities and movements of high and low intensity, the coaches should be aware of overtraining and injuries 
that occur during the traning. Without previously training the players will find it difficult to reach the set goal and results. 
Most clubs have fitness programs that are not adequate. It is not enough to power the components. It primarily refers to 
the explosive force, despite the fact that different players, to the available data, only 1-11 % of the time in the game spend 
sprinting, which is 3 or 5% of the effective time of one match. Most of the time players are walking or running slowly.

The soccer players sprint every 90 seconds, and each player’s sprint takes 2-4 seconds, and 1000 to 1400 changes in 
direction are made during the matches (Mohr, Krustrup and Bangsbo 2003; Bangsbo, Noregaard and Thorso, 1991, et 
al., 2000, Reilly and Thomas, 1976).

A larger number of authors have studied the types and amount of movement of players during the game and they get 
different results. Okashi et al. ( 1991st According to Castagna et al., 2003) provided results that show that Japanese players 
cover 11, 529 meters in one match while most players cross the distance from 8.680 to 11.527 meters in the game. Soccer 
matches consist of 1000-1200 motion changes, this means that the change in activity takes place every 5-6 seconds with 
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short breaks. Movements consist of walking (25%), jogging (37%), submaximal running (20%), sprint (11%), running back 
(7%) with the proviso that all of these developments include multi-directional movement (Ekblom, 1994 by Jeffreys, 2004).

During a soccer game, players cross 1200-1400 changes of various activites, changing them every 4-6 seconds. 
Nowadays, players pass between 10 and 13 km during the game, of which 2% are movements with the ball, the rest are 
movements without the ball. During the match,a top player on average does between 30-35 sprints, with the fact that each 
sprint lasts for about 2 seconds. The most common distance travelled by a top soccer player is 10-15 meters. In addition 
to the sprint the top player perform 15-20 duels with the opponent, about 10 jumps and kicks with his head, about 40-
50 contacts with the ball and about 20 dribbles and 30 times passing the ball. On average a player performs   between 
600 and 800 different turns. During a soccer game, the relative heart rate of players is on average 85% of the maximum 
heart rate, and varies between 75% and 100% of the maximum heart rate. Anaerobic threshold is achieved in 80-90% of 
maximum heart rate, this means that the average intensity of players fits ventilatory threshold (Markovic Bradic, 2008).

Goal of the work
The main objective is to analyze the differences between the two groups of players at different levels of competition 

in the fitness indicators of preparedness . For the purpose of this study the two groups of soccer clubs according to the 
rank contests were chosen.

Ho : there is statistically a significant difference between the players in different levels of competition variables for 
assessing fitness preparedness.

Methods of work
The working methods will analyze a sample of players, who will form a group of senior players of higher and lower 

quality levels.
When applying the methods we must be aware of the aim and objectives of the training process , what the athletes 

do, the age of group athletes , where and when the training process is carried out, and which aids are used .

The sample
The first group will consist of 17 players seniors low class soccer teams, and the other group will be composed of 

17 senior first division football teams. It is evident that 17 examiners are footballers who didnt pass selections for the 
top team. The other group is consisted of 17 players who have passed quality soccer school and gained higher condition 
prepardness and tehnical and tactical knowledge. 17 soccer examiners in each group will be sufficient for the analaysis 
of significant differences for basic and specific motor skills.

Variables
To assess the fitness of preparedness six tests for assessing fitness preparedness will be used.

Variables for assessment of fitness preparedness players
1. Seat&reach: This test involves sitting on the floor with your legs extended straight forward. Shoes should be removed. 

Feet are placed in a straight line. With palms down and hands on top of each other or side by side, the subject reaches 
forward along the measuring line as possible as he can.

2. 93639 runnings with turn: The test is performed on the 18 meters long track. The starting line is one meter in 
length, and parallel to it, at the distances of 6, 9 and 12 meters cones and the 18 meter target line length of 1 meter. 
The player starts from a standing position.

3. 93639 running straight: The test is performed on the track 18 meters long. The starting line is marked one meter 
in length, and parallel to it, at the distances of 6, 9 and 12 meters the cones and the 18 meter target line length of 1 
meter. The player starts from a standing position. During the performance the subject is facing the chest all the time 
towards the finish line and wothout the head spin or rotating the torso.

4. Abs Abc: The task is within 60 seconds to perform as much as possible lift troops from lying on his back holding 
hands joined behind his head.

5. Long jump: The player standing in line, with the measuring tape in front. Measured 3 times.
6. 300 Yards: The test is carried out in the gym or outdoors in a way to draw two parallel lines, the length of one meter 

at a distance of 22.84 metara. The maximum speed running length of 12, and timekeepers record passing of each 
share, as and the final result.
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Test Test mark Messure of the test Intencional messure of the test

1. Seat&Reach S&R Centimetres Flexibility

2. 93639 running with turn 93639OK Seconds Agility

3. 93639 running straight 93639NN Seconds Agility

4. Abs abc TRBUH ABC Repetitions Repetitive strenght

5. Long jump SDM Centimetres Explosive power of jump type

6. 300 yards 300YARDI Seconds Speed endurence

Variables are consisted of 6 classic motor skill tests, some belonging to repetitive strenght (4), speed endurence (6), 
agility (2, 3), flexibility (1) and explosive power of jump type (5). All these motor skills represent important factors for 
successfull and efficient soccer playing at all ranks including top rank and amater rank.

Methods of data processing 
Data processing methods for determining the difference between the two groups of players have been applied to the 

following methods: 
• Processing of basic statistical parameters 
• T-test for independent samples difference 
Basic statistical parameters describing the variable, ie the sample is measured on the variables. Basic statistical 

parameters are divided into measures of central tendency and measures 

Results and Discussion 

Table 1: T-test differ the two different groups of players quality levels in variables for assessing fitness preparedness

T-test; Grouping: Grupa 1=NNR; 2= NVR

Mean G 1:1 Mean G 2:2 t-value df  p
1. S&R (cm) 11,3971 11,9235 -0,32459 32 0,747601

2. 93639OK 7,5659 7,5000 0,65349 32 0,518111

3. 93639NN 7,4888 7,7853 -3,01386 32 0,005014

4. Abs ABC(pon) 52,9412 62,2941 -4,00897 32 0,000342

5. SDM(cm) 231,1190 239,5850 -1,60312 32 0,118735

6. 300 65,9824 66,0647 -0,15308 32 0,879298

Legend: MEAN - the arithmetic mean of the group, the T-value - the value of the t-test, df - degrees of freedom, p - significance level, NVR-soccer team 
of senior-level competition, NNR-soccer team of lower level of competition 

It seems that the players of top rank are achieving 10 more repetitions then the lower rank soccer players in the test 
for strenght repetition of abs. That means that top rank soccer players have higher level of stability and strength of core 
which is important factor for motor skills for defense and offense in soccer.

According to the chart below we can see that the two tests are statistically significant. In the third test, running 
back and forth 93639 (93639NN) there are statistically significant differences according to values   of t-test -3.01. In this 
test, better results are achieved for low class players. Test lift the upper body (TRBUHABC) also shows a statistically 
significant difference where the better team is of senior rank. 

However, the other tests show that the team of higher rank generally is better than lower-level teams. Lower rank team 
has better results in the test 93639NN, while higher-ranked team has similar results, but in more complicated structure 
movements it has better results.

 According to the results we see that the players premier league teams are better prepared than low class of players 
. Two variables that significantly differ two teams at different levels are running back and forth 93639 (93639NN) and 
lift the upper body (TRBUHABC).
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Conclusion
 According to the results we see that the players premier league teams are better prepared than low class of players 

. Two variables that significantly differ two teams at different levels are running back and forth 93639 (93639NN) and 
lift the upper body (TRBUHABC).

 In this section, an analysis of the differences between the two groups of players different quality using the t - test for 
independent samples is made. The values   obtained show that only in the two test of fitness preparedness there are significant 
differences between the two groups of players. It should be noted that of the six variables of conditional readiness, four 
variables are performed better by the players of the first division, and in one test by the lower-level players, while the 
tests running 300 yards (300) for estimating speed endurance are almost equal. Interestingly, in a test run back and forth 
93639 (93639NN) better results are achieved by lower-level players, while the test of raising upper body (TRBUHABC) 
is performed better by the players of a higher rank, which means they have more power AB muscle than the lower-level 
players. According to the results, we can say that the major league team is generally superior team, better prepared and 
of better fitness than lower rank team. The bad news is the fact that the test running 93639 back and forth (93639NN) 
is better performed by the players of lower rank. This means that the major league teams in their development process 
ignore the ability of agility, which is one of the most important factors in the success of the football and you have to 
specifically work on that front.

This work is only one segment of the analysis of the state of preparedness of two different qualities teams and certainly 
not intended to be comprehensive in defining the state of preparedness of players as it takes to improve the system tests, 
increase the number of respondents, low class track and major league teams and over a longer period of time.
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